OCTAGON HOUSE MUSEUM GUIDED GROUP TOUR REQUEST

1. Private group tours are available for 10 or more people. Weekday morning tours are preferred and may last 45 minutes or longer depending upon interest level and demand.

2. Photography (analog camera or mobile device) is allowed inside, for personal use.

3. No group tours are offered on the 2nd or 4th Thursdays of each month.

4. If a group consists of more than 20 guests, we will divide the group accordingly into two or more groups. In case of a group split, by pre-arrangement with the tour guide, guests may bring a bagged lunch to enjoy in the garden while waiting (Please note there is No Food or Drink allowed inside Octagon House).

5. There is no charge for group tours but donations are welcome. There is no fee for students when accompanied by their instructor.

6. If it is necessary to cancel, we must be notified 10 days in advance of the tour.

7. Please complete the lower portion of this page and return it to the address listed below.

8. You will find out more information about the Octagon House Museum as well as download a copy of the Octagon House Brochure, on our website at nscda-ca.org.

We look forward to welcoming you to Octagon House Museum, a unique collection of treasures.

Anne Campbell Merrifield
President NSCDA-CA
campbellmerrifield@hotmail.com

---

OCTAGON HOUSE GUIDED TOUR FORM

GROUP NAME: __________________________________________ PHONE #: __________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

GROUP LEADER: __________________________________________________ Anticipated # of Guests: ____________

DATE REQUESTED: ____________________________ TIME: ____________________________

OCTAGON HOUSE MUSEUM
2645 GOUGH STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA • 94123-4402